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Welcome!
Hi! I'm Kelly Giles and I am the face and founder of Ordinary Greatness, an 

empowerment platform for women who are ready to take their power back and 
live more bold and empowered lives. I'm really glad that you decided to invest 
some time in reflecting on your goals for the year so thank you for putting your 
trust in me and this workbook! If you've not made as much progress as your 
goals this year as you would have liked to then this workbook will help you 

uncover your own solutions. All the answers you need are inside of you.
 

Achieving goals isn't just about taking action, it's about doing the inner work as 
well. You can write all the to-do lists in the world but if you're not dealing with 
your low self-belief, negative mindset, procrastination or perfectionism or any 
other ways you self-sabotage yourself, you're probably going to make zero  

progress on your goals.
 

And what is the end result of that? A lifetime of dissatisfaction and playing 
small.

 
If you're no longer willing to  live your life like that then I applaud you and I wish 
you all the best, and if you need any support remember to click join group on 

Facebook!

Kelly XO



What goals have you set yourself for the year?

Why did you choose this/these goals?

How did you progress with them during January?



Are you happy with the progress that you've made? 
If not, what progress did you want to have made by 
now?

If you're not as far forward as you wanted to be what 
stumbling blocks did you encounter?

Were you aware that these blocks could happen or 
were they completely unanticipated?



Did any of these blocks occur because you 
sabotaged your own progress? If you did, how did 
you self-sabotage?

How could you prepare yourself better for any 
potential blocks or setbacks to your goal?

How do you feel about your goal now? Does it still 
motivate and inspire you?



Did you plan when, where and how you would take 
action on your goal? If no, how could you plan this?

How important is this goal to you?

If you accomplished this/these goals how would you 
feel?
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Join the Facebook group here!

https://www.instagram.com/therealkellygiles/
http://http/www.facebook.com/ordinarygreatnesstribe
https://www.facebook.com/groups/344210713098017/

